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ABSTRACT 
The Composite HTO» Analysts Program (CHAP) consists of 

a moaei-inoependent-svstems analysis mainframe nv-n-o LASAN 
ant? model-dependent linked code modules, each representing •> 
component, subsystem, or phenomenon of an HTOR plant. The 
Port St. Vraln (FSV) version (CHAP-2) includes 21 coned 
modules that model the neutron Kinetics and thermal response 
of the core; the thermal-hydraulics of the reactor primary 
coolant system, secondary steam supply svstem, w d t»al»r;e-
of-pl*nt; the actions of the control system and plant 
orotection system; tne resoonse of the reactor building: ana 
the relative hazard resulting from fuel particle failure. 
FSV steady-state and transient plant data are being used to 
oartlally verify the component modelinq and dynamic simu
lation techniques used to predict plant response to postu
lated accident sequences. Results of tnese oreliminary 
validation efforts are presented showing oooo agreement 
between code output and plant data fcr the portions of tne 
cod* that have been tested. Plans for further development 
and assessment as well as application of the validated code 
are discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Tne Safety Code Development Croup of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 

(LASO is developing wnole-plant simulation codes 'or hlqh-remperature 0*s-
cooled reactors (HTGHS) under the ausoice* of the Experiment.*! Gas-Cooled 
Reactor Safety Research Branch of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission ( U S N N O 
[1-3]. This oaoer describes the status of ann the development ni-*n« fnr to* 
rort St. Vrain (FSV) version of tne Composite HTOR Analysis Program (CHAP-?). 

The cooe is deslaned to provide Flexibility in Th* definition of *»otn the 
transient sequence and the detail of the oUnt component mooei*. Tois 
requires a modular appioach to component modelino, * fle<iDl« Input/output 

package, variable dimensioning, and solution methods that can gracefully 
handle the abrupt changes In system description and behavior that occur In 
some accident sequences. The code was deslqned to be very fast running, 
however It's ultimate computation speed has not yet been evaluated. 

II. CODE PHILOSOPHY 
The CHAP cooes consist of a model-Independent systems analysis mainframe 

named LASAN, and model-aepftndent linked code modules each modeling a 
component, subsystem, or phenomenon of an HTGR plant. The Los Alamos Systems 
Analysis (LASAN) code has steady-state, transient, and frequency-response 
analysis capabilities. The standardized modular structure for component 
modeling required by the lASAN code facilitates modification of component 
models and the incorporation of new features. The LASAN code, which has been 
described in detail elsewhere («], accepts mixed imRUclt-expltcit-Quaslstatlc 
mathematical descriptions, providing the modeler with a very flexible, 
powerful, and easy-to-use systems analysis tool. These codes are designed to 
be exportable but were developed on a nx.*-7(400 computer and do require some 
modification for other computer systems. 

The FSV-dependent coo* modules arid generic HTC,R component and material 
property suoproqrams are coupled with the LASAN code to create the F S V whole-
plant simulation code CHAP-?, The CHAP-? proqram Includes 21 eodef modules 
that model the HTOR reactor, the vented confinement structure, fuel particle 
failure and relative fission product hazard, the electrtcai qentratlnq station 
balance-of-plant, and the control and plant protection *v*tem*. In general, 
the mathematical complexity of these code modules has oeen minimized while 
maintaining an acceptably accurate representation of the static and dynamic 
characteristics of the modeled component. Some components, such as the steam 
generator and steam reneater, require considerable spatial ana mathematical 
detail to represent their dynamic characteristics. Options an- provided that 
allow the user to select tne degree of soatial detail for the thermal-
hydraulic and neutronlc analysis of the reactor core that Is required by the 
transient being simulated, Early In the development program the tJSNRT defined 
a number of transient* to be considered when designing a systems analysis code 
for F5V that the code must be *o|e to analyze, with or without additional 
system failures and/or mitigating operator actions, These transients Include 
rod withdrawal at newer, turbine trip, moisture leakage lots the orlmary 
coolant, parti*! loss of primary coolant fj.jw, slow primary system 
oepressurl/ation, partial loss of feedwater flow, loss of normal AC power, end 
loss of condenser vacuui., 

The only Fsv component required ny some or the transients mentioned above 
that Is not vet modeled is the n«iium circulator auxiliary water turbine 
(pelton wneel) drive. To date portions of these transients n»ye neen analyzed 
with various CHAP-',' detailed code modules active In the simulation, we have 
not yet completed any detailed whole-plant, simulations, 

me h*ve completed a module-ny-module checkout of tiw coiie to assure that 
boundary conditions are parsed properly between the module* aro that the 
mathematical description provide* in Internally consistent representation of 
the component, subsystem, or oneiiomenon bring modeled, Me no* are entering a 
developmental assessment phase In whlcn we will refine the modeling and cooe 
parameters to match rnw.'/ output with measurement s t*ken on the FSV plant. 
This assessment, will Include analyses of Individual component steaily states, 
whole-plant steady states, *rm partial and whole-plant operational 



transients. When the developmental assessment is complete, we will release 
CHAP-2 and begin analysis of those postulated operational and accident 
scenarios that are of interest to the USNRC. The LASAN code will be released 
to the US National Energy Software Center (NESC) near the end of October, 1980 

III. DEVELOPMENTAL ASSESSMENT 

In our assessment efforts, we have lelied on oublished and unpublished 
transient and steady-state data for FSV. One problem with this data is that 
the initial conditions, operating procedures, and system cnnfiquration are 
often inadequately described. Public Service Company nf Colorado (PSC), the 
owner and operator of the FSV Nuclear Generating Station, has provided LASL 
with inaqnetic tapes containing a relatively detailed time history of 256 
analog and comouted plant data points recorded by their Data-Loqqer computer 
system. We are in the process of implementinq the proaram to read these tapes 
on VAX computers at LASL. When operational, the program and data tapes will 
allow us to choose an interesting operational transient, bring the whole-plant 
model to an accurate initial condition, and then perform the simulation. 

The process of code assessment and subsequent model refinement is an 
iterative one. we begin by obtaining a steady-state for an individual code 
module with fixed boundary conditions. At this staqe we hooe to discover any 
obvious coding errors and determine whether the mathematical model is adequate 
for the static representation of the component modeled. We may then adjust 
certain model Darameters within their limits of uncertainty to improve the 
agreement between code output and olant data. Examples of some parameters we 
have adjusteJ to obtain outouts more representative of rSV can he found in 
Table I. 

Once this process ha; been comoleted, it is repeated at other power levels 
to determine if the flow deDendence, temperature dependence, and so forth are 
approximately correct. Model refinement may be reouired, as well =is 
subseguent parameter readjustment. When the individual module steady-state 
reoresentation is satisfactory, detailed modules can be coupled for steady-
state and transient plant simulations. These simulations may reveal dynamic 
modeling inadequacies. 

The code modules that have required the most model refinement are those 
that model the helical coiled once-through steam generator and steam 
reheater. During the rise-to-power testinq program at FSV the thermal 
performance of the steam qeneratnr was consideraoly below design levels 
[5-7], This performance deoradation is caused orimarily bv (1) reoenerative 
heat transfer between the main steam, feedwater and cold helium in the 3rea 
below the main steam generator bundle and in the main stpam downcomers from 
the finishing s-^erheater bundle, ano (?) regenerative heat transfer between 
the main steam and feedwater subheader tubes in the lower steam oenerator 
oenetration where these tubes are in close proximity. The first effect was 
inadequately modeled in the oriqinal CHAP-2 code module, while the second 
eff9ct had been neolected. Tables II, III, and IV summarize the steady-state 
representation . for the steam generator and reheater in the latest CHAP-2 code 
modules, which include both heat transfer effects noted above. These modules 
contain 31 ordinary differen'ial equations compared to 20 equations in the 
earlier mode'. 

To date, a few comparisons have peen made between CHAP-? code output ana 
FSV operational transients. F;qures 1 anq 2 oresent results from a CHAP-2 

simulation of the fully automatic load change test from 30* to 68X reactor $4 
power performed at FSV on May k, 1978. During this load change all of the 
control systems, including adjustment of the hot reheat and main steam 
temperature setpolnts with load, were in full automatic. The average reactor 
power level change rate during the load increase was approximately 0.9% per 
min. The CHAP-2 model used eight pf the 20 detailed FSV component mpdules 
with the remainder of the plant modeled by simplified mathematical 
descriptions in an additicnal boundary condition module. The modules that 
model the intermediate-pressure and low-pressure (IP/LP) turbine, the 
feedwater heaters, the turbine-driven and motor-driven feedpumps, and their 
controls are important for this transient, but were not used. The feedwater 
flow was assumed to be proportional to load demand, and the various reguired 
values cf enthalpy, pressure, and flow for these components were calculated 
from simplified models. The resulting model used 104 ordinary differential 
equations and required approximately 33 m'n of computer time for the 54-min 
transient, giving a ratio of simulation time to transient time of about 0.6. 
No attempt has been made at line-by-line optimization of the code, and no 
compiler optimization was used because the simulation was executed under the 
control of an interactive debugger. 

In general, the comparison appears good. The plateau in some of the plots 
at AC min if due to the reheat temperature setpoint changing from a load-
varyinq to constant value at 53% of rated feedwater flow. T'̂ is setpoint 
affects the load change because reactor power is controlled on the difference 
between the reheat steam temperature and its setpoint, with a feedforward from 
the high-pressure turbine first-staae pressure that is proportional to load. 
In general, the helium flow, main steam temperature, reheat steam temperature, 
and reactor cower all appear to chanqe more smoothly for the simulation than 
in the data. Tnis may be caused DV incorrect values for controller gains, or 
it may be that some reservoirs used in the lumped parameter modelinq have too 
large a volume, thereby introducinq an artificial damping into the plant 
response. The simplified models of the IP/LP turbine steam extractions, 
feedwater heaters, and pumps used in the simulation probabjV mask the true 
dynamics of that portion of the system. The sinqle equivalent loop model in 
CHAP-2 does appear to simulate the averaqe of the two loop steam temperatures 
very well. 

In the months ahead *e will be performing manv comparisons of CHftP-2 
simulations with FSV plant data. We will continue to refine the models and 
include more code modules in the simulation until we h3ve a valicar.ed whole-
plant simulation model for FSV. 
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TABLE I 

EXAMPLES OF CHAP-2 PARAMETER ADJUSTMENT 

CHAP-2 PARAMETER 
ADJUSTED 

PLANT DATA VALUE 
ACHIEVED 

1) Core channel orifice loss 
coefficients 

Channel exit temperatures 

2) Width of side reflector gaps Side reflector heat removal 

3) Helium circulator turbine 
flow coefficient 

Flow rate in circulator 
turbine 

4) High-pressure turbine flow 
coefficient 

Feedwater flow rate 

TABLE II 

SUMMARY OF STEAM GENERATOR CODE MODULE PERFORMANCE AT 70* REACTOR POWER3 

PARAMETER 

Helium Flow, kq/s 
Helium Temperature at Module Exit, K 
Feedwater Flow, kg/s 
Feedwater Enthalpy and Temperature 

at Module Inlet, J/g, K 
Regenerative Gains, J/g 
Feedwater Enthalpy and Temperature 

at Bundle Inlet, J/g, K 
Enthalpy and Temperature at Finishing 

Superheater Outlet J/g, K 
Regenerative Losses, J/g 
Steam Enthalpy and Temperature 

at Module Outlet, J/g, K 
Net Main Steam Generator 

Heat Duty, MW 39.65 39.61 

CHAP-2d PLANT 

26.9 26.9 
624.0 622.0 

15.52 15.52 

823.5, 465.0 823.5, 465.0 

44.8 44.6 

868.3, 475.0 868.1 , 475.0 

345^.0, 834.0 3451.3, 834.0 

74.0 75.1 

3378.0, 806.0 3376.2, 805.0 

3 Plant data at 1030 hours, May 3, 1978. 
& Underlined parameters were adjusted in CHAP-2 to mat .n measured values. 



TABLE III 

SUMMARY OF REHEATER CODE MODULE PERFORMANCE AT 7CT REACTOR POWERd 

PARAMETER 

Helium Temperature at Module Inlet, K 
Helium Temperature at Reheater Bundle 
Exit, K 

Cold Reheat Steam Flow at Module 
Inlet, kg/s 

Cold Reheat Enthalpy ana Temperature 
at Module Inlet, J/g, K 

Regenerative Gain, J/g 
Enthalpy and Temperature at Bundle 

Inlet, O/g, K 
Labryinth Seal Leakage, kg/s 
Enthalpy and Temperature at Bundle 

Exit, J/g, K 
Enthalpy Drop Due to Labyrinth 

Seal Leakage, J/g 
Regenerative Loss 
Enthalpy and Temperature at Module 

Exit, J/g, K 

CHAP-2L PLANT 

966.0 966.0 

910.0 908.0 

15.84 15.84 

3046.4, 593.0 3046.4, 593.0 
12.1 11.2 

3058.5, 599.0 3057.2, 598.0 
0.446 0.446 

3572.9, 825.0 3573.2, 825.0 

14.5 14.5 
12.1 11.2 

3546.3, 813.0 3547.5, 814.0 

Additional Heat Balance Data 

Total Outer Shroud Heat Loss, m 
Net Heat Loss to Penetration Liner 

Cooling System, MW 
Total Heat Removed From Helium, MW 

0.442 

0.019 
47.729 

0.442 

0.02 
48.008 

a Plant data at 1030 hours, May 3, 1978. 
Underlined parameters were adjusted in CHAP-2 to match measured values. 

TABLE IV 

SUMMARY OF THE STEAM GENERATOR AND REHEATER CODE MODULES AT 40% REACTOR POWER3 

PARAMETER 

Helium Flow, % 
Reheater Helium Inlet Temperature, K 
Module Helium Outlet Temperature, K 
Feedwater Flow, kg/s 
Feedwater Temperature, K 
Main Steam Temperature, K 
Cold Reheat Temperature, K 
Hot Reheat Temperature, K 

CHAP-2b PLANT 

48.55 48.55 
920.0 920.0 
598.0 593.0 

8.72 8.72 
435.0 435.0 
787.0 785.0 
539.0 539.0 
801.0 800.0 

a Plant data at 2020 hours, October 1, 1977. 
Underlined parameters were adjusted in CHAP-2 to match measured values. 
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Fig. I. Comparison of CHAP-2 simulated primary system response with 

measurements from the FSV automatic load change test on May 4, 1978. 
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Fig. 2. 

TIME (mln) 
Comparison of CHAP-2 simulated steam conditions with those 
measured during the FSV automatic load change test of Hay k, 1978. 


